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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of enhancing young people’s awareness of the mechanisms involving privacy in
online social networks by presenting an innovative approach based on gamification. In particular, we propose a web application that
allows kids and teenagers to experience the typical dynamics of information spread through a realistic interactive simulation. Under the
supervision of the teacher, the students are inserted in a small artificial social graph, and, through the different stages of game, they
can post sentences with different levels of sensitivity, and “like” or share messages published by friends. At the end of game session,
the application calculate multiple behavioral scores, that can be used by the teacher to raise the curiosity of the students and stimulate
discussions. Moreover, a complete interactive report is generated to analyze every individual action of the terminated game sessions.
Our educational tool has been employed within an extensive experimental study involving more than 450 kids and 22 teachers in seven
Italian primary school institutes. The results show that our approach is stimulating and supports teachers in helping kids discover and
recognize potential privacy risks in social network activities.
Index Terms—digital literacy, social media, privacy, school, educational support.
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I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, several cyberbullying cases have garnered
global attention on how much dangerous could be this
behavior, in particular for kids and teenagers2 .
The main problem appears to be the poor perception
that young people have of their own (and others’) online
privacy. Italian teenagers seem to ignore the mechanisms
that regulate the spread of information on the Internet, especially in social networks; consequently they underestimate
the potential diffusion of their thoughts, pictures and social
actions when they are interconnected with the world. These
numbers are favored by the more and more widespread
use of mobile devices among the young people. Italians
teenagers are early users of mobile devices: the average age
in which they receive the first smartphone is 12 years and a
half, and they learn to use it primarily by themselves (58%).
The same IPSOS report shows that these digital devices
could also be used actively for learning in the classroom.
However, the use of smartphones in the classroom is largely
prohibited: only 2% of teens surveyed admitted to having
used them as part of a lesson.
To face the problem of unperceived online privacy issues, several activities have been proposed by governmental
institutions jointly with schools. In particular, the Postal
and Communications Police3 has been organizing lectures
in forms of frontal instruction to show the dangers of the
Internet and how to face them. However, these activities are
not specifically tailored on the problem of privacy in online
social networks. Instead, they address general web security
issues with the aim of protecting kids against cyberbulling
and pedophilia issues. Moreover, they are conducted in
a traditional teacher-centered form, while other advanced
form of learning approaches (such as collaborative learning
[5], active learning [6] and networked collaborative learning [7]) have been shown more effective for young pupils
education.
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HE problem of user privacy in the so-called “Big Data
Era” cannot be ignored, and online social network
(OSN) providers have improved considerably the privacy
protection tools featured by their web and mobile products. However, in OSN’s the most powerful data protection
“weapons” are the users themselves. In fact, social media
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) are essentially humangenerated logs that can be used to reconstruct life events and
private facts of those users that carelessly disclose their personal information. According to several studies, however,
the awareness of the importance of online privacy is still
insufficiently widespread [1], [2], [3]. This problem involves
both adults and minors, but the latters (mainly composed
by the so-called “digital natives”) are more affected by its
consequences because of their vulnerability.
A recent survey [4] conducted by the IPSOS institute1
for Save the Children (an international non-governmental
organization that promotes children’s rights, provides relief
and helps support children in developing countries) showed
that, in Italy, teenagers (aged 12-17, forming the so-called
“Generation Z”) are always online: they use Facebook (75%),
WhatsApp (59%), Instagram (36%) and Twitter (29%), know
quite well the rules that govern privacy in the Internet
(51%), but they do not care that much (57%). In addition,
they live virtual relations in chat rooms on their smartphone messaging applications, often with people they do
not know directly (41%), almost one in four (24%) send
messages, videos or pictures with sexual content to groups
with unknown participants and one in three (33%) arranges
to meet with someone known only through these groups.
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In this paper we address the problem of enhancing
privacy perception and awareness in online social network
users by means of an innovative approach based on gamification. In particular, we propose Social4School4 , a web
application that allows children and teenagers to experience
the typical dynamics of information spread across an online
social network through a realistic interactive simulation.
Under the supervision of the teacher, the students use
desktops or mobile devices (e.g., tablets) to join a dedicated
game session. They are inserted in a small and local artificial
social graph, and through the different stages of the game
they can choose the sentences to publish, as well as “like”
or share messages posted by friends. At the end, the game
provides multiple scores for evaluating the user behavior:
such scores can be used by the teacher for providing personalized suggestions to each student and for raising their
curiosity. Moreover, a complete interactive report is generated to analyze every individual action of the terminated
game sessions. The ultimate goal is to provide support for
teachers to make children and young people aware of the
mechanisms involving the diffusion of private information
in online social networks.
Our approach has been validated in seven primary
school complexes in the Piedmont regional area in Northern
Italy. The experiment, which involved more than 450 kids
and 22 teachers, has shown that our tool is a valid support
for teachers to enhance kids’ awareness on privacy issues
related to the sharing of content in online social networks.
Moreover, by means of a short questionnaire, we verified
that the acquired knowledge is not limited to the specific
scenario of our serious game. The results show that the improved awareness of the participants involves more general
privacy aspects. Finally, we also surveyed the teachers who
participated in our activities and acquired some important
suggestions for future extensions of our educational project.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents some related work; in Section 3 we
present the dynamics of the game as implemented in our
web application; we report the results of the experimental
validation in Section 4; finally, Section 5 provides some
concluding remarks and future work.

2

R ELATED WORK

Privacy of individuals is being seriously threatened by the
unrestrained success of online social networks, as shown
by several psychological and computer science studies. For
instance, the research project myPersonality [2] carried out
at the University of Cambridge, has demonstrated that, by
leveraging Facebook user’s activity (such as ”Likes” to posts
or fan pages) it is possible to “guess” some very private
traits of the user’s personality. The same research team has
recently launched Apply Magic Sauce5 , a web service that
predicts users’ psycho-demographic traits based on their
digital footprints. According to another study, it is even
possible to infer some user characteristics from the attributes
of users who are part of the same communities [8]. Hence,
privacy in online social networks is a major issue involving
4. In Italian, the word “social”, employed as a noun, stands for a
generic social media platform.
5. http://applymagicsauce.com/
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the rights and dignity of human beings and there has
been increasing research interests about privacy protection
methods for individuals that participate in them. The main
research direction are essentially three: i) improving data
protection by means of graph anonymization techniques
using edge modification [9], [10], [11], randomization [12],
[13], generalization [14], [15], differentially private mechanisms [16], [17] or secure access control techniques [18];
ii) improving user awareness by means of privacy risk
metrics [19] or privacy settings optimization tools [20]; iii)
improving user awareness by means of social games [21].
According to this literature analysis, it can be observed
that, while data protection is a well explored research area,
less attention has been given to the privacy risk of users
caused by their information-sharing activities (e.g., posts,
likes, shares). In fact, since disclosing information on the
web is a voluntary activity, a common opinion is that users
should care about their privacy and control it during their
interaction with other social network users. Although multiple complex factors are involved in user privacy protection
on social media [22], privacy controls for online social
networking sites are not fully socially aware [23] and are
barely utilized in practice. This statement is confirmed by
[1], where it is shown that 36% of Facebook content is shared
with the default privacy settings and exposed to more users
than expected. According to another study, even restraining
privacy settings are ineffective when the user is located
within an unsafe network [24]. Privacy fatigue, (i.e., the
tendency of online users to disclose greater information over
time due to increasingly complex and less usable privacy
controls) is another factor that has been recognized to play
a significant role in favoring behaviors which endanger
information privacy [25]. Thus, more effort should be done
to educating people to recognize and prevent privacy issues
in social media.
A very recent field of research proposes serious games
to improve people’s perception and awareness of their own
and others’ privacy. In [21], for instance, the authors present
an online game, called Friend Inspector, that allows Facebook
users to check their knowledge of the visibility of their
shared personal items and provides recommendations on
how to improve privacy settings. Data Dealer6 , instead, is
an online game about collecting and selling personal data
aiming at raising awareness about online privacy in a way
that reminds some typical Facebook game. Similarly, RTS
(Radio Télévision Suisse, the Swiss public broadcasting
organization), provides DATAK7 , a serious game to raise
awareness on issues related to the world of big data. It is
intended for young people aged 15 years and older, letting
them face and experience everyday situations, which have
an impact on privacy and disclosure of personal data.
Although there are many evidences in the literature
about benefits of the use of simulations and games for teaching and learning [26], [27], [28], at the best of our knowledge,
there are no games specifically tailored for children and
designed to be adopted as an educational tool to teach privacy at school. However, gamification has been extensively
used in class education to address many different issues.
6. http://datadealer.com/
7. http://www.datak.ch/
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In [29], the authors develop a multi-touch interactive game
to assist primary school students in solving geographical
puzzles. The authors of [30] investigate how a gamified
learning approach influences science learning, achievement
and motivation, through a context-aware mobile learning
environment, and explain the effects on motivation and
student learning. Gamification is also used in adult contexts,
such as university courses and professional training courses.
In [31], the authors analyze the achievements obtained by
the introduction of gamification in a university course.
Instead, in [32], the authors present an educational game
development approach focused on the teaching of procedural knowledge in healthcare education. Finally, gamification
has been investigated in conjunction with social networking
in [33], where the authors present the results of testing both
social networking and gamification in an undergraduate
course, comparing them in terms their effect on students’
academic achievement, participation and attitude.

3

A GAMIFIED SOCIAL NETWORKING EXPERIENCE

In this section we present the details of our serious game
named Social4School. The goal of our game is to let young
people experience the typical dynamics of an online social
network in a simulated and controlled environment (a sort
of sandbox). The teacher drives the simulation through her
control panel, from which she can also monitor the activity
of each participant. By discovering the phenomenon of
information propagation in the social graph, users of our
game enhance their perception of privacy issues related to
online social networks and may improve their awareness
about the protection of their own and others’ personal data
and facts. A set of behavioral scores, provided at the end
of the simulation, ignite the curiosity of young people and
help teachers organize their work during all subsequent
classroom activities.
In the following, we first describe the dynamics of our
serious game, then we address the computational details of
the scores and present the functionalities provided by the
teacher’s control panel. Finally, we provide some details on
the design methodology we adopted and on the implementation of the resulting web application.
3.1

Dynamics of the game

Before entering the details of our serious game, we provide
some preliminaries and notations that we will use in the
remainder of the paper. Each session of our game involves
a set U = {u1 , . . . , uN } of N participants (users) organized
into a set C = {c1 , . . . , cK } of K < N disjoint groups such
that each user belongs exactly to one group and each group
contains at least one user.
Users in U are part of a social network. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the link between two users
is always reciprocal (if there is a link from ui to uj then
there is also a link from uj to ui ). Hence, the social network
here is represented as an undirected graph. Given a pair of
users (ui , uj ) ∈ U , there exists an edge between ui and uj iif
users ui and uj are connected by a friendship link. The social
network is connected (the number of connected components
is exactly one) and it is constructed as follows: there exists
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(a) An example of social
graph generated within
Social4School.
Users
in
the same group are all
connected together. Some
groups are connected by
spurious links involving
their users.

(b) Node visibility in each
reactive phase w.r.t. node 1.
In the first reactive phase,
only post of the first node’s
friends are visible. In the
second reactive phase posts
of all friends of node 1’s
friends become visible to
node 1. In the third phase all
remaining nodes are finally
visible.

Fig. 1. An example of participant network (left) and visibility of its nodes
w.r.t. a single node depending on the reactive phase number (right).

an edge between each pair of users belonging to the same
group, and there exist some spurious edges between users
belonging to different groups, called bridge users8 .
A schematic view of a friendship graph generated within
our serious game is given in Fig. 1(a). Later we discuss on
how we generate a graph with these features.
A set of M predefined posts (sentences), denoted as
P k = {pk1 , . . . , pkM }, is assigned to each group. A predefined
score score(pkm ) is assigned to each post pkm : such score
denotes the sensitivity level of the item w.r.t. privacy, from
less sensitive (0) to most sensitive (5). As an example, the
following sentence “I like hamburgers and fries!” is totally
unsensitive, while “Please call me at (555)123456.” may be
considered as moderately sensitive as it contains a private
phone number. Similarly, the sentence “Mom seems very tired!
She takes some strange pills.” is very sensitive as it provides
some information about the health status of a family member. Note that the same scoring system can be applied on
other kinds of social content, such as drawings, pictures or
videos.
Users can perform three kinds of actions. A user ui ∈ ck
can post (aka publish) item pkm on her social profile, (notice
that users can only choose the items assigned to their
group), or, given an item pkm posted by user uj ∈ ck , she
can like it or share it. For the sake of simplicity and brevity
pim will denote the item pkm posted by user ui , and aijm will
denote the item pkm posted by user uj and liked or shared
by user ui .
The simulation of social interaction within Social4School
works as described in Fig. 2. These game steps are synchronous, and all the users act in the same phase of the
game: in this way, all actions performed by a user during
step t are visible to other users only from step t + 1. The
change of step is decided by the teacher, who rules and
manages the game session. In this way the users, in our
mind the kids with no or little knowledge on social media,
8. The word “bridge” here is not used with the usual meaning of the
same word in graph theory, even though it is somehow related to it.
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can easily focus on only one aspect of social networks at
each step. The key intuition behind our serious game is
that from step 4 the participants starts to become aware of
the information diffusion processes. In fact, while during
step 4 they can only see posts published by their friends,
during step 5 (and the following steps) they may also see
items posted by friends of friends: at this point, information
can be propagated from a group to another one through
the spurious links existing between them, thanks to the socalled bridge users defined beforehand, that for this reason
play a key role in this game.
3.1.1

Preliminary steps and social graph generation

At the beginning of the game, a code is requested to users
for joining the game session. Such code is unique, and it
is automatically generated by the system when the teacher
starts the game session. This solution permits to make user
accounts ephemeral, thus avoiding the necessity of storing
and managing persistent users’ accounts and preventing
any profiling activities. Once joined the game, each user is
requested to type her name and to choose a profile picture
from a set of predefined avatars provided by the game. It
is worth noting that there is no need to enter the correct
first and last names, but whenever real personal data are
entered, they are available only to the teacher who started
the related game session.
Each time a user joins the game, it is assigned in turn to
one of the groups. The total number K of groups depends
on the number N of users and is such that each group contains at least two users, and there are at least three groups: as
a consequence, the minimal number of participants must be
six. The number of groups is designed for fitting the number
of students of a typical class in the Italian education system,
composed by around 19 students in primary school and 21
students in lower secondary school9 : with such numbers of
participants, each group may contain from 3 to 4 users. The
social graph is generated as follows. Users are first sorted
according to their “arrival” time in the game. This choice
ensure an intrinsic randomness in the generation of the
social graph. Then, users are assigned to a group according
to their order: the first user is assigned to the first group, the
second user is assigned to the second group, the K -th user is
assigned to the K -th group, the (K + 1)-th user is assigned
to the first group and so on. After that, an edge is added for
each pair of users within the same group (thus, users within
the same group are all connected to each other). Finally a
ring is created by connecting each user to the following one,
according to their order (the last user is connected with the
first one). This guarantees that the network is connected, letting all users have potentially access to information posted
by any other user after a reasonable number of iterations
of the reactive phase explained later. Notice that our goal
is not to generate scale-free or small-world networks [34],
since there would be some users with few friends and other
with many friends.
The total number of edges in the graph depends on N
(the number of users) and K (the number of groups) and the
formula used to calculate it ensures that, in a class with 20
9. Data provided by ISTAT, the Italian National Institute of Statistics,
available at http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/194422.
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the users join the game session and configure their
profile;
the users are randomly divided into groups and
inserted into a social graph;
the users select the items to be posted (active phase);
the users like and/or share friends’ posts (first reactive phase);
the users like and/or share posts liked or shared by
friends (second reactive phase);
step 5 can be reiterated multiple times;
the users are notified with their behavioral scores.

Fig. 2. The main steps defining the dynamics of the game.

students (and K = 6 groups), each user will be connected
with other 4 or 5 friends. Moreover, the game experience
would be the same independently if the game is played in
very small classes (6-12 students) or in very large ones (25-35
students). Each user can check her friends’ list by clicking
on the corresponding button (see Fig. 3(b) that shows the
game interface).
3.1.2

Phases of the game

During the first phase of the game (called active phase) each
user ui ∈ ck may publish on her profile a post selected
from the set of predefined posts P k assigned to the group
ck . Note that users may not write posts on their own,
because each post is assigned a predefined sensitivity score:
it would be almost impossible to automatically compute it
for user-generated content; moreover, in this way, we easily
prevent users to write inappropriate content or a text which
diverges from the objectives of the game. Users may undo
and redo any posting action, but each item can be posted
only once, and the minimum and maximum number of
posts published on the profile are fixed by the teacher at
the beginning of the game. In this phase users are asked to
check their friends’ list and to write the names on a didactic
form (see Fig. 3(a)).
During the second phase (called first reactive phase), the
game shows to each user the items posted by her friends in
the previous phase. Users are allowed to perform two social
actions on those posts: they can like or share them, and this
information will be spread to their friends in the next step of
the game. Again, users can undo and redo any social action,
and the minimum and maximum number of social actions
for each user is fixed by the teacher. It is worth noting that,
in this phase, only bridge users can see the items posted by
the users who do not belong to their group. Nevertheless,
every user can read all the contents posted by their friends
in the game. Children are asked to think about the authors
of the posts they can read: in this way they can realize that
this list coincides with their friends’ list (see question 2 on
the didactic card in Fig. 3(a).)
The third phase (called second reactive phase) is probably
the most crucial of the game. In fact, in this phase the game
shows to each user the items liked and shared by her friends,
including the ones published by users that are not connected
to her by direct friendship links. In this way the users start to
discover and understand the dynamics of post propagation
in social networks. Once again, children are asked to think
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(b) Game social interface

(a) The didactic card given to each user during the game.

(c) Teacher’s control panel

Fig. 3. The didactic card given to each user during the game (left) and two screenshots of the web application: the interface of the game as viewed
by the participants (right, top) and the game control panel as viewed by the teacher (right, bottom).

about their relationship with the authors of the posts they
can read. The aim is to make them realize that in this phase
thay can read friends of friends’ posts. As in the previous
phase, users can like or share the posts that appear in their
feed. This phase can be iterated multiple times: at each
iteration, a user may discover posts originally published by
other users belonging to groups more and more distant to
her group. Throught the different phases they are lead to
figure out the diffusion of posts throught a social network
that becomes wider and wider (friends → friends of friends
→ friends of friends of friends → . . .). Fig. 3(b) shows the
game interface during the reactive phases.
Our game is designed so that, in a typical class with 18
to 25 students (and k = 6) the average number of reactive
phases required to make posts from all users potentially
visible to everyone in the game is 4. This ensure that, with a
limited number of phases, the students are able to observe
and — in most cases — discover an information diffusion
phenomenon. An example of node visibility according to
the number of reactive phase is given in Fig. 1(b). During
the first reactive phase, node 1 in the network of Fig. 1(a)
(labeled with “0”) is able to see all posts published by its
direct friends (nodes labeled with “1”). During the second
reactive phase, node 1 is able to see those posts of the friends
of its friends (nodes labeled with “2”) liked and shared by
its friends. Finally, during the third reactive phase, node 1
may see the posts of node 7, provided that node 1’s friends

have liked or shared some of node 7’s posts. Symmetrically,
node 7 will be able to see posts of node 1 only during the
third reactive phase.
3.2

Score Computation

When the teacher decides to end the game session, all users
are provided with a synthetic report describing how respectful they have been of their own and other users’ privacy
during the game. Such report is created using three scores
we have identified for capturing different aspects of privacy
in social media. The Active Score (AS(ui )) can be defined as
the personal impact of user ui on other users’ privacy, and
it is calculated as 5 (the maximal score of an item) minus the
average score of the social actions performed by ui , while
the Passive Score (P S(ui )) is defined as the personal impact
of user ui on her own privacy, and it is calculated as 5 minus
the average score of the items published by ui in the active
phase.
The Active and Passive scores capture the impact of each
user on her own and other users’ privacy and depends
uniquely on her own behavior. The last score, instead, is
a systemic score that measures to what extent the privacy of
user ui has been compromised by the actions of other users.
It is called Leakage Score (LS(ui )), and it can be defined as
the overall privacy leakage of user ui . This score depends on
how many times sensitive posts of user ui have been liked
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(a) Total score.

(b) Detailed scores.

(c) Most shared posts.

(d) Post and actions of a single student.

Fig. 4. Interactive report generated at the end of any game session. Information provided by the different sections of the report can help teachers
conduct their classroom activities.

or shared by other users, and is calculated considering that
actions performed during the last phases of the game have a
larger negative impact on the score than the ones performed
in the first phases. In fact, if information has survived until
the very last steps, it can potentially still spread across a
larger part of the network.
All the three scores range between 0 (worst case) and 5
(best case). Note that actions “like” and “share” have the
same impact on the calculation of all scores, because the
result of these actions is the same: to show a content to all
the friends of a user. Scores are explicitly provided to user
for provoking curiosity and raising discussions among the
participants, and the game offers a special notification to the
three users who perform the best according to the sum of
active and passive score for offering a form of competition
between participants.
3.3

Teacher’s Panel

As already pointed out, all game steps are driven and
controlled by a person (a sort of “master”) that, in schools, is
identified with the teacher. Teachers have a personal profile
page on Social4School, accessed through login and password,
where they have the possibility to start a new session,
through a game control panel, or to visualize the statistical
report generated at the end of any of their previous game
sessions, through a game statistics panel. The game control
panel (Fig. 3(c)) allows the teacher to configure, start, manage

and terminate the game sessions. The game statistics panel
(see Fig. 4) provides both a synthetic view (average scores
of the game) and detailed view on all participants’ actions
and scores. All this information is intended as a support for
any educational activity envisaging discussions around the
game sessions, in an interactive and participatory way.
3.4

Design methodology and implementation

The educative platform implementing our game, named
Social4School10 , has been realized as a responsive web application written in HTML5, CSS3, PHP and Javascript, and
runs under the Apache Web Server. Data are stored in a
relational database managed with MariaDB. Social4School
currently runs on a non-dedicated dual-processor Intel Xeon
5140 server equipped with 4GB RAM, having Linux (Kernel
release 4.6.4) as operating system. The server is physically
hosted at the Department of Computer Science of the University of Turin. Since the initial target users are Italian primary and lower secondary school students, the website and
the game are in Italian. The web application also features a
“demo” mode that can be used to test the game experience
at any time.
Game scenarios are handled as plugins to enable the
customization of the game session. Each scenario consists
in a background image and a set of predefined groups
10. Available online at http://www.social4school.eu
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(a) Game scores (4th-grade students)
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5
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with their avatars (for the participant profile pictures) and
their set of posts with the corresponding sensitivity scores.
It is worth noting that there is no need to modify the
source code of the application for adding new scenarios.
For each group ck , each post pkm as been assigned a score
score(pkm ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5} equal to mean of the scores given
by four different annotators. Hence, the score of each post
does not simply reflects the sensibility of one single person.
The realization of the web application has been conducted following a participatory design process involving
three computer scientists, a UI/UX expert, two Bachelor’s
students and a primary school teacher. In a first phase
(winter 2015/2016), a fully-functional prototype has been
designed and implemented following the Agile approach. It
has been tested by the primary school teacher, who participated in the successive development phase and provided
both the sentences to be posted and suggestions on the
teacher’s panel interface. Then, four test sessions were organized with two teachers and four primary school classes.
During these test session, we monitored the reactions of
the students, noted all major and minor bugs, collected
the suggestions of the teachers and edited a final report
with all necessary changes and improvements. With the
help of the UI/UX expert, we released a new improved
build of the web application and we finally tested it with
the same classes and teachers. After the correction of some
minor bugs, we finally released the application in fall 2016.
Hence, the overall development stage lasted approximately
one year.
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E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we report the results of an extensive experiment we conducted in seven Italian primary school complexes. The goals of our experimentation were: i) to evaluate
the effectiveness of an educational activity supported by our
tool to increase the awareness of children about privacy in
social media w.r.t. the specific situations addressed in our
application (i.e., the increased ability to recognize risky scenarios that are similar to those presented in Social4School);
ii) to measure the effectiveness of the educational activities
supported by Social4School in augmenting the awareness
about privacy in more general situations not specifically
addressed by our application (i.e., the increased ability
to recognize risky behaviors that are different from those
simulated in the web application); iii) to obtain a general
assessment of our approach and web platform, together
with some suggestions from the teachers involved in our
activities.
Before entering the details of the results, in the following
we present the experimental settings by describing the
implementation of our application, how we recruited the
participants and the methodology of our experimentation.
4.1

Recruitment

With the double goal of testing our web application and performing a preliminary assessment of its validity and utility,
between March 2016 and May 2016, we set up an experiment
in an Italian primary school, in the Turin area. The results
were presented on December 2016, during an event named

AS

PS

Score

LS

(b) Passive score (5th-grade students)
Fig. 5. Active, Passive and Leakage scores distributions among 4thgrade students (a) and 5th-grade students (b) at the end of each game
session.

Teachers for Teachers (T4T)11 at the Department of Computer
Science of the University of Turin. During this event, we
launched our recruitment campaign aimed at finding some
voluntary primary schools interested in participating in
our experiment. In the following weeks, four institutions
from different parts of the Piedmont region expressed their
interest in our experiment. Thus, we established a formal
agreement with all those schools, set up a privacy policy
with the help of the Law Office of the University of Turin,
distributed the informed consent to the parents of all children possibly involved in our experiment and ask them for
the signed privacy consent form. Only those children whose
parents had signed the privacy consent form were allowed
to participate in our experiment. A reference person, in
charge of other teachers’ training activities and organization
of the experience, was chosen by each school. Overall, 22
classes were involved in our study, 14 fourth-grade classes
(kids aged 9 to 10 years) and 8 fifth-grade classes (kids aged
10 to 11 years). Overall, around 450 children and 22 teachers
are involved in our study.
11. http://t4t.di.unito.it/
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TABLE 1
Survey questions and possible answers. In questions Q1 and Q3 multiple choices are allowed. A sensitivity value is associated to each answer.
Within the same question, sensitivity values sum up to 1.
Quest. No.

Q1

Q2

Q3

4.2

Question text

Answ. No.

Imagine being enrolled in a social network,
what would you use it for?

Are you willing to publish the photo you just
took on a vacation with your parents?
Your friend has just posted a photo taken on
vacation and you enjoy it so much. What would
you do?

•

•

most liked/shared post and their “colours”
(Fig. 4(c)): the aim was to make students think
about what they had liked/shared;
post propagation (using the didactic card in
Fig. 3(a)): students were encouraged to think about

Sensitivity

Chatting with my friends

0.00

1.2

Posting my thouthts

0.10

1.3

Commenting my friends’ posts

0.10

1.4

Writing in chat groups

0.10

1.5

Talking about what happens to me

0.20

1.6

Posting my personal photos

0.25

1.7

Posting photos in chat groups

0.25

2.1

No

0.00

2.2

Yes

1.00

3.1

I’d tell her/him privately how much I like it

0.00

3.2

I’d push the like button

0.2

3.3

I’d put a comment on it

0.3

3.4

I’d share it

0.50

Methodology

Phase 1 The experiment was conducted as follows. First,
all classes were randomly divided into two groups: control
classes and experimental classes. In February and March
2017, the participants played a game session under the
control of their teacher (supported by us) without being
aware of the real goal of the activity: they have only been
informed that they were going to play a game on computer.
The session consisted of an active phase followed by one
first reactive phase and two second reactive phases. At
the end of the game the students received a ranking and
some recommendations that have been discussed later in
the classroom within a participatory education activity held
by their teacher. Before leaving the game, children in control
classes only were asked to answer a small questionnaire
consisting in the three simple questions shown in Table 1.
Notice that our application focus on written posts, while
some questions of the survey are also related to pictures.
Moreover, all question are related to more general privacy
issues in online social network (such as, putting friends’
privacy at risk or using social media for more or less risky
activities).
Phase 2 Few days after the game session, the teacher gave
a lesson to their students on the topic of privacy on the
Internet, with a particular focus on social networks. We
did not participate to such lesson, neither we gave special
suggestions or materials: each teacher prepared the lesson
on his own, employing our system and the results of game
session as her wish.
At the end of the experiment we interviewed the teachers
to understand how they had used the report during this
phase. Despite some differences on the amount of time they
spent on the activity, they all basically used the report on
the game session to discuss the following points with the
students:

Possible answer text

1.1

•

•

the consequences of their actions in the game and to
figure out the path of a post in the social network.
Some teachers used the report to recreate and
display (on a blackboard or screen) the route taken
by one or more posts in the game;
each action on a post in the online social network has
a “weight” and this weight depends on the content of
the post. While meditating on these points, students
start to understand the criteria used by the game to
classify them (see Fig. 4(a));
each action on a post can impact on one’s own
privacy and other users’ privacy. This point has been
discussed using detailed scores (see section 3.2 and
Fig. 4(b)).

At the end of the general discussion, the teachers spent
some more one by one time with students to analyze their
actions in the game.
Phase 3
After a couple of months, in May and June 2017 the same
students played another game session under the direction
of the same teacher. At the end of this activity, children
in the experimental classes only answered the same questionnaire as their pairs. In summary, the difference between
control classes and experimental classes was the time they
where proposed the questionnaire. Control classes answered
before their activity in Social4School was analyzed, while
experimental one have attended the whole activity before
answering the questionnaire.
4.3

Results: privacy scores

As first analysis, we measure and compare the average
Active Score (AS), Passive Score (PS) and Leakage Score
(LS) for all participants within the two game sessions.
Notice that it is not possible to compare the scores for
each individual child, since participation was maintained
anonymous and it is impossible to match the scores of the
same student computed at the end of the two activities. This
is mainly due to the following privacy policy requirements
imposed by the Italian Law, which is particularly stringent
on studies involving minors: i) individual profiling should
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7

(a) Question Q1

0

1

Answer
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Class

Control
Experimental

50

20
0

Survey 3

80

70

Participants (%)

Participants (%)

80

9

0

1

2

Answer

3

4

(c) Question Q3

Fig. 6. Survey results: the height of each bar indicates the percentage of students that have chosen the correspondent answer within each group.
See Table 1 for retrieving each question and answer text.

be prevented and ii) the anonymity of the young respondent
should be preserved as much as possible. However, this
is not a problem, since we are interested in the average
behavior and to the overall distribution of the three scores
computed at the end of the two activities.
To compare the global effects of our activity, we compare
the distributions of the three scores on the whole population. The observed scores are plotted in Fig. 5. In particular,
Fig. 5(a) shows the three score distributions computed at the
end of the first and second activities in the 4th-grade classes,
while Fig. 5(b) illustrates the distribution of the scores in the
5th-grade classes at the end of the two game sessions. It can
be observed that, in the second game session, the distribution of all scores are shifted to higher (and safer) values. To
assess the statistical significance of this improvement, we
perform an unpaired two-tailed t-test for unequal sample
sizes. This choice is due to the fact that the two samples
are not exactly the same, for two reasons: first, it is not
possible to match two scores obtained at the end of the two
activities by the same students; second, the two samples
are not equal in size, since some students were missing in
one of the two sessions. We used the Benjamini-Hochberg
correction procedure to controls the false discovery rate [35].
The results of this test clearly indicate (p < 0.0005) that
the null hypothesis that the two sets of scores are drawn
from the same distribution can be comfortably rejected: the
improvements are statistically significant.
We also verify whether the improvement are independent from the grade of the students. To do that, we perform
two unpaired t-tests for each score: in the first test, we
compare the results achieved at the end of the first game
session by the 4th and 5th grade students; in the second test
we perform the same comparison at the end of the second
game session. In this case, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected (p > 0.1 for all scores), i.e., the results are not
significantly dependent on the age of the participants.
4.4

Survey results

The second experimental result concerns the analysis of
the survey submitted to the students at the end of the
first game session (control classes) or at the end of the

second game session (experimental classes). To perform this
analysis, we first compare the overall results of the two
groups. According to Fig. 6, the students in experimental
classes assume a safer behavior towards privacy than their
control pairs.
In details, in the first question (Fig. 6(a)) the students
belonging to the experimental classes show a more careful
intention towards social media usages: chatting is by far
the preferred option in both groups, but the experimental
group loses interests in other — intrinsically less secure
— activities, such as posting personal thoughts, facts and
pictures. Interestingly, although group chats have not been
the focus of our educational activities, the experimental
group seems to perceive the dangers of posting personal
pictures in group chats.
The answers to the second question (Fig. 6(b)) show that
the students who completed the whole activity (experimental classes) would undertake a more careful behavior w.r.t.
their own and their family’s privacy. The polarity of the
answers changes drastically, with a majority of students
in the experimental group (79%) preferring not to share
family vacation pictures, compared to the inverted proportion observed in the control group (54% of the students in
this group are willing to share pictures just taken during a
vacation with the family). Similarly, the answers to question
Q3 (see Fig. 6(c)) show that the experimental group would
have a greater attention to their friends’ privacy, by preferring more safe reactions (private messages, likes) to more
harmful ones (comments, shares).
To assess the statistical validity of this survey, we perform the following analysis. We assign a sensitivity weight
between 0 and 1 to each possible answer of every question. The meaning of the sensitivity weight is as follows:
the higher the weight, the most harmful the answer w.r.t.
privacy. Weights are such that within each question they
sum up to one. We then measure a sensitivity score for each
question and each participant. According to this schema,
for any given question, a participant obtains a score equal
to one if she chooses all harmful options; she obtains a zeroscore if no harmful answer is chosen. The sensitivity weights
assigned to each answer are given in Table 1 (last column)
while the results of this analysis are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
Average sensitivity scores and t-test results per class group and class grade. Overall results are also reported. The Benjamini-Hochberg
correction procedure has been used to controls the false discovery rate [35].

Qst.

control

4th-grade students
experimental

p-value

control

5th-grade students
experimental

p-value

control

All students
experimental

p-value

Q1
Q2
Q3

0.238(±0.208)
0.555(±0.497)
0.455(±0.304)

0.156(±0.148)
0.227(±0.419)
0.301(±0.276)

< 0.005
< 0.005
< 0.005

0.216(±0.230)
0.527(±0.499)
0.368(±0.294)

0.120(±0.139)
0.178(±0.383)
0.284(±0.256)

< 0.005
< 0.005
> 0.1

0.229(±0.218)
0.543(±0.498)
0.420(±0.303)

0.146(±0.146)
0.213(±0.409)
0.296(±0.270)

< 0.005
< 0.005
< 0.005

All

1.247(±0.770)

0.684(±0.634)

< 0.005

1.111(±0.818)

0.582(±0.573)

< 0.005

1.192(±0.793)

0.654 (±0.619)

< 0.005

In general we observe that all average sensitivity scores
(including their sum) are lower in the experimental classes
than in the control ones, thus confirming the outcomes
of the previous analysis. Furthermore, the differences are
statistically significant (p-values of the unpaired two-tailed
t-test are < 0.005) with the only exception of question Q3
in the 5th-grade classes (highlighted in bold). However, the
differences in overall scores (last row in Table 2) are always
statistically significant (p < 0.005). Finally, it is worth noting
that, even in this case, there are no statistically significant
differences between the two class grades (p-value> 0.05):
the educational activities had the same impact on privacy
awareness regardless of the participants’ age.
4.5

Teachers survey

In this section we present the results of a survey that
we submitted to the teachers who conducted the activities
at the end of the experience with Social4School. We also
report the main outcomes of one-on-one interviews to obtain
feedbacks from all participants. Among the main objectives
of the survey there were: i) extraction of best practices to
maximize Social4school effectiveness as a class activity; ii)
comprehension of the interplay between the Social4School
game, teacher activity in the class and, as a consequence,
teachers’ training needs. In the following, we first describe
the survey design and methodology; then, we report the
results and a summary of the interviews.

to be able to evaluate the potential impact on the above
objectives. The remaining part of the questionnaire was
made up of three main parts related to the above evaluation
objectives.
Perception about the effectiveness in terms of acquired
skills/knowledge. In order to assess Social4School effectiveness we dedicated the first part of the survey to ask teachers
whether they had found Social4School effective with respect to three distinct measures (understanding, interest and
awareness) concerning three issues: spread of information in
the internet, privacy in online social networks and the related
protection mechanisms. Our purpose was to investigate the
interplay among understanding, interest and awareness after Social4School experience since many surveys ( [1], [2],
[3], [4]) show that both adults and minors are neither aware
of nor interested in the consequences of privacy leakage in
the internet.
Evaluation of Social4School experience on both teachers
and students’ perspective. We asked teachers to evaluate
children’s interest and motivation in Social4School activity.
We also considered the following factors (see questions in
Tables 3 and 4):
•
•
•

teachers’ involvement in the activity (their role and
the number of hours spent on phase 2);
teachers’ motivation and attitude;
support from parents and from school management.

perception about the effectiveness in terms of
acquired skills/knowledge on both students and
teachers side;
evaluation of the Social4School experience on both
teachers and students’ perspective;
needs for complementary training on privacy
awareness on social networks to complete the
activity with Social4School.

Our aim was to collect evidences about the overall experience of the teachers, in order to assess both the satisfaction
level and the working background (potential obstacles, support from parents/principals).
Complementary training on privacy awareness in social
networks to complete the activity with Social4School.
During the second game session (after the classroom activity
described in Phase 2, Section 4.2) many teachers expressed
the need for training and guidance on online privacy related issues. We included both questions on past activities
attended by teachers (in order to assess the impact on the
Social4school experience) and on future needs on training
to collect feedbacks and suggestion for our ongoing work
regarding the production of didactic sources on the subject.

We chose a survey conducted through an online questionnaire in order to make it as convenient as possible
particularly given that our main target, teachers, are usually
very busy and work in many different schools. Participants
were offered no reward except a copy of the research results,
when available. We specifically targeted teachers involved
in schools experimentation. In the fist part of the survey we
collected participants’ age and years of teaching experience

4.5.2 Survey results
The results have been classified based on themes developed
from the research questions.
Participants profile. 15 teachers from the schools cited in
Section 4.1 fully answered the survey. Among them, one is
male. Participants age ranges from 30-40 (13%), 40-50 (53%)
to 50-60 (34%). Most of the teachers have more than 10 years

4.5.1

Survey methods and design

The survey was designed to help us understand different
subjective aspects of the activity as follows:
1)

2)
3)
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TABLE 3
Results of questions about teachers involvement in Social4School and their evaluation about students attitude during the activity.
Quest. No.
Q 25

Q 26

Q 27

Q 28

Q 29

Question text

Possible answer text
my class(es) was involved in Social4School
my class(es) was involved in Social4School and
I held the participatory education activity between the two game sessions

Involvement in Social4School

M
33%
67%

How many hours did you spend discussing about
privacy related issue between the two activities with
Social4School?

2-3

58%

8-12

33 %

25

9%

Using Social4School did you notice gender differences
regarding attitudes about social networks’ protection of
privacy and information?

Yes

60%

No

33%

I don’t know

7%

Low

0%

Moderate

27%

High

63%

Absent

0%

Limited

0%

Students’ motivation in Social4School activity
How would you assess the students’ interest in (Social4School activity+related issues)?

in teaching experience (87%) while the remaining 13% have
from 3 to 10 years of experience. We did not find any impact
of age and past teaching experience on the answers to the
remaining questions (discussed in the following).
Teachers’ perspective about their acquired understanding,
interest and awareness about the three issues (spread
of information in the internet, privacy in online social
networks). These questions had to be answered using a sixpoint Likert-scale, with responses ranked from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). The responses of each question were averaged, and the standard deviation was obtained (we omit the table for brevity). Almost all mean
scores are higher than or equal to 5 indicating a positive
impact on both students and teachers’ perception about
online privacy related issues. Mean scores lower than 5 are
related to students understanding, interest and awareness
about protection mechanisms in online social networks. The
reason is that Social4School simulation does not specifically
focus on protection mechanisms which will be subject of a
future extension. Other mean scores lower than 5 are those
related to students’ awareness about the three issues. This
aspect was investigated during the interviews: some teacher
claimed that, despite the utility of Social4School, a complete
awareness can only be reached through real experiences. It is
interesting to note that most of the teachers that expressed a
lower agreement grade on questions related to awareness,
were those that had previously attended courses on the
subject (see questions in Table 4). This can be explained
by the fact that previous activities had raised respondents
awareness.
Teachers’ involvement in Social4School and their evaluation about students attitude during the activity (see
Table 3, questions 25-29). Among the involved teachers, 67%
also held the participatory education activity between the
two game sessions spending a variable number of hours
on it. During Social4School activities 60% noticed gender

Quite limited

0%

Great

20%

Very great

80%

differences between students. This result suggests further
investigations on gender differences w.r.t. Social4school use
and impact. Results about questions 28-29 confirmed our
intuition about students interest and motivation towards
Social4School (students motivation was high according to
63% of teachers while interest was very great according to
80%).
Teachers’ attitude and related background (Table 4, questions 30-33). The answers confirm teachers’ interests in
online privacy related issues. Teachers also evaluated positively parents’ attitude (80% found it quite positive). It is
interesting to remark that 1 out of 3 teachers is unaware
about school management attitude confirming the high level
of personal motivation in joining Social4School despite the
working context. We investigated this aspect in the interviews that followed the survey analysis: the teachers explained that, despite the interest from the school managers,
they would expect more initiative from their institutions.
Although they did not experienced any obstacles, they
would like to receive more help in the organization of the
activities and related training.
Teachers past experience and future needs on training activities dedicated to online privacy related issues (Table 5,
questions 34-39). The outcomes highlight the lack of training
and material on social media and privacy related problems.
Despite the strong motivation about the topic, only 1 out
of 3 teachers evaluates her past training and related aiding
materials as sufficient. Indeed, 100% claim they need more
knowledge about social media education.
4.5.3

Interviews

To further investigate some critical aspects emerged from
the survey, the participating teachers were interviewed to
provide opinions and suggestions. We collected many comments from participants encompassing the overall satisfaction, as well as suggestion to improve and extend So-
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TABLE 4
Results related to questions on teachers attitude and related background.
Quest. No.
Q 30

Q 31

Q 32

Q 33

Question text

Possible answer text

M

What are the reasons to teach about privacy related
issues

I think it is important

100%

Do you think it is important to teach about privacy
related issues at primary school?

How do you assess the interest shown by the school
management?

How do you assess parents’ attitude
towards Social4School activity?

It is in the curricula

0%

The school management requires it

0%

Completely unimportant

0%

Quite unimportant

0%

Quite important

13%

Very important

87%

They are uninterested

0%

They are quite interested

27%

They are very interested

40%

I don’t know

33%

Very negative

0%

Quite negative

0%

Indifferent

7%

Quite positive

80%

Very positive

0%

Not known

13%

TABLE 5
Results related to questions about teachers needs and experience on training activities on online privacy related issues.
Quest. No.
Q 34

Q 35

Q 36

Q 37

Question text

Possible answer text

Have you participated to other training activities about
social media education related issues?
How would you assess the availability of of teaching
aids relating to social media education related issues?
To what extent has social media education related issues
dealt with in the context of your teacher training?

Guidelines for teaching social media education related
issues should be

M

Never

74%

Once

13%

More then once

13%

Sufficient

33%

Quite limited

47%

Non existent

20%

Sufficient

33%

Limited

47%

Non existent

20%

More

93%

Less

7%

Are adequate

0%
100%

No

0%

Q 38

Do you need more knowledge about social media education related issues?

Yes

Q 39

What kind of training would you like as an integration
of Social4School activity?

Publications (papers, books)

6%

Teachers training courses

59%

Online courses/material

35%

cial4School. Answers related to the activity held in phase 2
have already been summarized and reported in Section 4.2.
Overall satisfaction. The participating teachers were really
satisfied and confirmed the initial strong motivation in the
activity despite some difficulties. Some the comments are as
follows:
“Despite it was difficult to add an extra activity (activities are
planned the year before) I was enthusiastic about Social4School.”
“We really think online privacy issues are of primary importance and this kind of activities should be promoted by school
managers.”
“We would like to adopt Social4School as a permanent activity
proposed to all classes every year.”
“The use of activities like Social4School can be very effective

especially in geographic areas with social problems and differences.”
Students experience and attitude. In the interviews teachers shared their experience during the participatory activities between the two game sessions. They were positively
impressed by the way children lead the discussion and by
the high cooperation spirit they showed. Here some excerpt
from the interviews:
“I would have expected they were more passive, instead they
drove almost all the discussion.”
“They spent lot of time explaining each other their point of
view on privacy online issues involved in the game and in giving
advices on how to improve Social4school score in the second
activity.”
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Future extensions. The interaction with teachers gave us
many important feedbacks to plan future works and extensions. The first suggestion we got is about parents training
on online privacy issues. Teachers reported that, despite
parents willingness towards Social4School, most of the time
they are almost completely unaware of the importance of
online privacy. The second suggestion was about training
materials for teachers as a complementary aid in holding Social4School sessions and consequent participatory activities.
They feel the need for dedicated training to face students
who are immersed in the word of online social networks.

5

C ONCLUSIONS

With the final goal of enhancing user perception and awareness of privacy, we have designed and implemented a
serious game that can be adopted as educational support
to activities involving digital literacy issues in primary and
lower secondary schools. The game has been tested in seven
Italian primary schools complexes with success. The results
have shown the effectiveness of our interactive gamification
approach in stimulating the curiosity of the students that
show an improved awareness on the spread of private
information in online social networks.
As ongoing work, we are developing two native mobile
applications (a student application and a teacher one) intended for those schools who already own tablets or other
mobile devices. The first release is already available on
the Google Play Store12 . Some further improvements will
include the possibility of adding more complex scenarios
for high school students and adults as well as the development of a collaborative workspace for the creation of new
scenarios and contents.
Moreover, since the specific training of educational staff
is extremely important for the correct use of our application,
we will design and implement a set of comprehensive didactic activities together with the related teaching materials
and resources. We plan to share all so-produced materials
with the teaching staff of the Italian primary and lower
secondary schools and to cooperate with other countries to
provide localized versions of Social4School together with
the associated didactic resources.
Finally, thanks to a new collaborative research project
with the Department of Philosophy and Educational Sciences and the Department of Psychology, we will conduct a
new extensive experiment taking into account how teachers
use our application, to see how this influences the learning
results of school children, with the aim of proposing the
most effective teaching methodology.
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